A dissociation in infants' memory for stimulus size: evidence for the early development of multiple memory systems.
Adults' memory performance on recognition (explicit memory) tests is sensitive to stimulus size, but their performance on priming (implicit memory) tests is not. This memory dissociation is taken as evidence for two, functionally distinct memory systems. Young infants, however, are thought to possess only a single representational system that supports implicit memory; the system that supports explicit memory is thought not to mature before 8-9 months of age. In two experiments with 54 infants, we asked if 3-month-olds exhibit a memory dissociation for stimulus size on recognition and priming tests. All infants learned to move a mobile displaying +s of a given size. In Experiment 1, infants recognized +s in the original size but not 33% smaller or larger. In Experiment 2, +s were effective memory primes in a reactivation task, irrespective of size. The finding that young infants exhibit a memory dissociation for stimulus size adds to growing evidence that two memory systems are functional from early in development.